Multi-mode photonic lightwave circuits (PLCs) provide new avenues for extending the performance of single mode systems. As an example, they can potentially provide increased bandwidth by multiplexing information into different waveguide modes [l]. For practical applications of multi-mode PLCs to be developed, a measurement technique is required to investigate detailed mode profiles and propagation constants in complex circuits. Photon scanning tunnelling microscopy (PSTM) provides a means of experimentally tracking the femtosecond inter-modal delays observed in PLCs with the ability to discriminate modes by their spatial profiles inside the waveguide.
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Using a spectrally-resolved PSTM probe, the guiding properties of multi-mode circuits can be investigated with ultra-high spatial and temporal resolution. In previous work, the relative group velocities of waveguide modes have been measured using a femtosecond laser source and spectral interference [2] . The experiments de scribed here extend previous work by measuring both the spatial profiles and temporal separations of modes using only an incoherent continuous wave (CW) source; thus avoiding unwanted nonlinear effects and simplifying the experimental procedures. To demonstrate the capability, a PSTM probe is used to measure both the spatial and temporal evolution of modes inside a multi-mode Ta zOs ridge waveguide. Using a CW super-luminescent light emitting diode (SLED) light source centered at ",790 nm, the spectrum is measured at each point within the image from which the temporal autocorrelation can be obtained from the Fourier transform. In this simple case, delays build up between the modes due to waveguide dispersion; we exploit this and can determine to which modes the modal delays belong by scrutinising the spatial variations across the guide for a particular delay. Femtosecond time resolution after propagating light a short distance in waveguides presents PSTM as a promis ing method for characterising PLCs. The ability to experimentally measure and track the inter-modal delay and spatial profile of modes in PLCs demonstrated here will enable accurate mapping of the propagation and mode structure of light in more complex systems, for example the behaviour of modes at bends and junctions.
